
"  My innovative multipa-

rameter evaluation con-

cept is a fracture mecha-

nical fingerprint of the 

whole structure. This can 

optimize application     

limits and realize        

efficiencies. " 

Dr. Martin Brandtner-Hafner 

Founder & Owner 

At a Glance: 
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 Innovative                    

Testing Techniques 

 Unique in Europe 

Dr. Martin BRANDTNER-HAFNER, Founder & Owner 

Introduction 

Why fracture analysis? 

In times of optimum use of material and the application of innovative joining tech-

niques (such as bonding), it is becoming increasingly important to know the limits of 

use of the material. Consequently, many questions arise, what happens when one 

exceeds these "boundaries". What happens if the permissible strengths are excee-

ded? Is there a total failure? And if so, how turns it out? Shock-like or delayed? 

How does a cracked component behave? Does the crack propagate or remain 

stuck? 

 

Insights into the fracture process                              

Standardised test methods are well-established and widespread techniques in the 

area of destructive material testing. Especially in the field of adhesive bonding, the-

se are adhesive pull-out tests, shearing tests as well as peel-off tests. 

Unfortunately, these methods do not provide any information about cracking beha-

viour of materials. This behaviour and the associated failure mechanisms are indis-

pensable and essential for the determination of application limits for material selec-

tion. 
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Testing, Analysis & Consulting 

FRACTURE ANALYTICS offers a comprehensive concept for the coverage of any 

fracture analytical issue for any type of material.  

Adhesives 

Adhesives have become established as an ideal jointing technique in light-weight 

applications. Their application is broad and innovative. It is the art of the develop-

ment engineer to be able to find the ideal adhesive system by knowing the applica-

tion limits. You do not have to be a material scientist for doing so. Just leave this 

responsible task to us - we will be pleased to advise you! 

Composites 

Whether glued or screwed, with fibers or without: multimaterial systems are a chal-

lenge for every engineer and material scientist. Different material systems provide 

different behaviour in changing environments. Specifically, the interface regions of 

such compounds are the weakest spot— thus it is essential to know their crack be-

haviour. The fracture analysis of interfaces is a special field of competence we offer! 

Solids 

Even solids are by no means out of date. Whether concrete, ceramics, plastics, 

wood or metal: in an adhesive bond they can be used as substrates (joining part-

ners) to provide the structural integrity by absorbing the forces and stresses applied. 

For the case of a substrate crack, it is hence necessary to know how the fracture 

toughness and the fracture resistance affects the further crack propagation if the 

maximum permissible strength has already been exceeded. This is essential for 

selecting the right adhesive! 

Fracture Effects 

FRACTURE ANALYTICS offers 

more than tests and evaluations.  

We examine your material for all 

possible cracking effects. This is 

particularly interesting in the case of 

adhesive joints, since different types 

of material are in use.   

Our analysis concept allow us to 

make predictions about the failure 

behaviour and to plan this already 

in the design phase for the compo-

nent. 

Delamination behaviour as well as 

healing effects can also be investi-

gated and assigned. 

This is indispensable for effective 

adhesive selection! 

Fracture Shielding by Bridging 

Fracture Pattern of a Wood-Adhesive-Composite after Shearing (Mode II) 
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What is the state 

of my Adhesive-

System? 

You will probably also 

wonder how your adhesi-

ve bond behaves when i 

gets tough. 

We can answer the follo-

wing questions: 

 How does cracking turn 

out? 

 How does my adhesive 

composites fail? 

 What to do in order to 

control cracking? 

 How to design the bon-

ding optimal? 

 Which adhesive to 

choose right? 

 How to reduce 

„reserves“ & save-up 

costs effectively? 

 How to integrate such 

findings into my existing 

QS-system? 

 

Adhesive-Selection-Chart for Crack Opening Mode (Mode I) 

Fracture Mechanical Fingerprint 

Testing is good — understanding is better! 

Established standardised mechanical testing methods provide a first rough overview 

of the maximum load-bearing capacity of an adhesive bond until the first crack 

occurs. In most cases, however, the test body fails abruptly when one goes beyond 

the maximum permissible force. 

FRACTURE ANALYTICS offers an innovative, scientific and patented test con-

cept, which makes it possible to test even brittle and quasi-brittle materials together 

in a stable and controlled manner. This makes it possible to obtain meaningful 

insights about the post-peak behaviour of the material when the tensile strength 

has already been exceeded. 

Prediction of fracture behaviour ensures safety 

In times of fail-safe - “the safe failure“ - it is of immeasurant importance to deve-

lop an adhesive system which ensures a good-natured cracking behaviour. This not 

only increases safety but also spares the budget for maintenance and repair. Cost, 

benefit and service life should be consistent with a glued structure. In addition, the 

knowledge about the failure behaviour is of big importance, especially for liability 

issues for the operator and the owner. 

By means of the empirical determination of the softening behaviour of adhesives 

within the interface region of the composite, an own developed                                     

Adhesive-Selection-Chart can be created for all possible types of stress and 

modes. 

These provide the development engineer with valuable information for the optimum 

selection of the right adhesive for his specific application. 
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Contact 

If you would like more 

information about our 

services, please call us:  

FRACTURE ANALYTICS 

Raiffeisenstraße 11/4/5 

7072 Mörbisch am See 

Burgenland/Österreich 

+43 660 84 444 13 

info@fractureanalytics.com 

 

Find us also on the web:  

www.fractureanalytics.com  

Advance through knowledge 

We are offering comprehensive expertise and experience on a scientific basis. 

Competence from one hand 

FRACTURE ANALYTICS is a leading supplier of fracture analytical services for 

adhesives, composites and solids. Benefit for your adhesive selection, composite 

evaluation and solid state analysis. 

Above all, in the area of adhesive consulting, 

we can rely on the expertise of our partner        

as adhesive solutions.                         

Learn more at www.adhesivesolutions.de 

Service packages 

Choose from our wide range of services for your specific issues. Whether testing, 

analysis, consulting, implementation support or training: We will find the right 

package for your specific application!                                                              

Please let us know today, we look forward to you! 

 

 

Our Team 

 

Dr. Martin Brandtner-Hafner, MSc 

Founder & Owner 

FRACTURE ANALYTICS — Fracture Solutions for Adhesives & Composites 
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